
ClJYAHOGA
ASTRONOMICAL
ASSOCIATION

VOLUMEXXVIII NO. XII DDJENBER199,1,

Ul?COHHINGPROGRAHS.• •
Monday', Deoember 9. 1991; 6:3,5 p.m.
DINNERMEETINGat the NASA.Lewis Recearch Center Cafeteria. (see map). There will.
be no meeting 8l.t the Rocky, Riyer Nature Center. Those who are attending the di.nner
are asked to arrive by 6:15. If yOUlare just taking the tour section of the meeting,
please arrive by 7 :15. If you haYe an::! questions, contact club .tTessLdent Bill
Gerling at 77,9-9779.

Honday, January 13, 199:L; 8:00p.m.
Topic and Speaker to be announced

The GM. 1992 Board is as follows:

PRESIDENT: BILL GERLING PH. 779-9779
VICE PRESIDENT: CARLPDJ~ PH. 94~-1640
SECRETARY:LUDENCHIWOTE PH. 237-7929
TREASURER:BOBWIERSNA PH. 941-1..592
BOARDHEMBERS:ERIK HALL PH.• 651-3226.

CATHYHULEC PH. 961-66~5
LARRYIVANOV PH~ 661-5814

Dues:.;pa,yments shoul.d now be addressed, to:
Book pa.yments

BOBWIERSl'IA,TREASURER
C/O CUYAHOGAASTRONOHICALA.SSN.
3482 W 137 ST
CLEVELANDOH 44111

all other correspondence can be sent to: PO BOX29089
vLEVELAND OH 44129-0089

POST OFFICE BOX 29089 PARMA, OHIO 44129
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28 Astronomtcat Calendar

DECEMBER December, the tenth month
(when March was theJirst)

telescopic tour
(2000)

h m
17 41.9 +72 10 tlIDreconis , double star
20 58.8 + 44 20 North America nebula
o 42.7 +41 16 M31,Andromedagalaxy
1 33.9 +30 39 M33, Triangulum galaxy
2 29.0 +67 24 c Cassiopeiae. triplestar
5 34.5 +22 01 M1,Crabnebula
5 35.4 - 5 22 M42, Orion nebula

5 38.7 - 2 35 a Orlonis, multiple star
6 08.9 + 24 21 M35 cluster
6 32.4 + 4 52 Rosette nebula
7 34.6 + 31 54 Castor, double star
8 40.4 + 19 41 Praesepe cluster
9 55.6 + 69 04 M81 galaxy

constellation clues
layers: Cassiopeia I Andromeda I

Triangulum I Aries.
Aries ('"'Ram'"')more like a flail.

Magnitudes 2, 3, 4.
Cassiopeia elong the Milky Way;

Perseus down left from her; Double
.Cluster between them.

Perseus's helmet, also ailed the'
"Steeple".

Perseus like a twig forking at Mirfak.
Shorter branch to Algol, the glaring

eye of the Gorgon's head held In
Perseus's hand.

Other branch curves to the Pleiades,
which are in Taurus.

The helmet, main cluster, and longer
branch of Perseus form a curve
sometimes called the Segment of
Perseus.

Andromeda's foot points to Perseus
her rescuer; his foot points to the
P1eiades.

Curve of Eridanus has to be
completed by a star in the breast of
Cetus (is he swimrt1<ing into the
River?),

Rana the '"frog'" star sitting beside the
river; Zaurae a "beet".

River Eridanus rises by Orion's foot
(Curse means the "footstool").

Procyon t-betcre the Dog")
harbingers the rising at Sirius. (See
February.)

Cygnus (unofficially the "Northern
Cross") is vertical as it sets. This
would be more appropriate for
Good Friday than for Christmas.

Alkaid scrapes the horizon; it is the
limiting circumpolar star.

!.4+..JOU
Sky Map

about 9 or 10 o'clock In the evening
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< 2 Mon. ( 5 UT) Venus at perihelion, .7184 a.u. from the Sun.
04 UT) Moon passes 8° south of Venus.
( 4 UT) MerclJry at ascending node through the ecliptic plane.
Phoenicld meteors. See METEORS.
( 3:56 UT) Moon new. Beginning of Iunation 853 .
( 8:34 UT) Moon at ascending node (longitude 279.9°).
(14 UT) Moon passes 0.6° North of Uranus. Occultation, visible from west

and north Africa, Europe except the northwest, west of U.s.S.R., Middle East except
Saudi Arabia.

(15 UT) Mercury at Inferior conjunction with the Sun; passes into the morning
sky.

Earliest sunset (4:35 p.m.) at latitude 40" north. The date and, of course, time
vary with latitude; see the "Hourgiass" diagram on the back cover. The sequence
is: earliest sunset; shortest day (i.e. solstice, Dee. 22); latest sunrise (Jan. 5). Thus
Dec. 8 seems to be the shortest day, because most of us experience sunset and
not sunrise; the days then seem to lengthen (very slowly at first) up to Dee. 22
when they are really still shortening, and from then tillJan. 5 seem to lengthen more
rapidly than they are really doing. Compare earliest sunrise, June 14.

(19 UT) Mercury at perihelion, .3075 a.u. from the Sun.
(20 UT) Moon passes 0.2" south of Neptune. Occultation, visible from south

Pacific, central and south of South America except extreme south. .
> 9 Mon. Puppid-Velid meteors. See MmORS.
> 10 Tue. Monocerotid and Chi Orlonld meteors. See METEORS.

( 2 UT) Moon at apogee. Distance 63.6 earth-radii.
(lOUT) Moon passes 3· North of Satum.

> 11 Wed. Sigma Hydrid meteors. See METEORS.
(15 UT) Mars 4.4° North of Antares. They are 10· from ,the Sun In the morning

sky; magnitudes 1.5 and 1.0. They are closest at Dee. 12 15 UT.
> 13 Fri. St.Lucv's Day, formerly regarded as the middle of winter; see Ast Companion,

SEASONS.
Friday the 13th; see Sep. 13.
(15 UT) Mercury 2.9° North of Mars. They are 11' from the Sun in the morning

sky; magnitudes 1.9 and 1.5. They are closest at 5 UT.
D 14 SAT. Birthday of Tycho 8rahe (1546-1601). See comment on Feb. 15.

Geminid meteors. Probably the best shower of the year, though see the
leonids, Nov. 18. See METEORS.On the same date, the leo-Minorids.

( 9:31 UT) Moon at first quarter.
=> 15 SUN. (17 UT) Mercury 7.5° North of Antares. They are 14° from the Sun in the

morning sky; magnitudes 1.1 and 1.0. They are closest (7.2°) at Dec. 12 20 UT.
=> 16 Mon. Omicron Piscid meteors. See METEORS.
=> 18 Wed. (12 UT) Mercury stationary in right ascension; resumes direct (eastward)

motion. The stationary moment in longitude is 1 hour earlier.
(16 UT)0 Sun enters Sagittarius, at longitude 266.21' on the ecliptic.
(20 UT) Comet Shoemaker 1 at perihelion. See COMETS.

4 Wed.
5Thu.

• 6 Fri.
8 SUN.>

:> 19 Thu. Saturnalia, ancient Roman festival; see Ast Companion, SEASONS and
CHRISTMAS..

( 1 UT) Mercury at greatest latitude north of the ecliptic plane (7.0°).=20 Fri. Delta Arietid meteors. See METEORS.
o 21 SAT. (10:23 UT) Moon full.The full Moon of December is called the Moon Before

Yule, or long Night Moon--a name doubly appropriate because the midwinter
night Is long and the Moon is above the horizon a long time. It is the full Moon
nearest to the winter solstice. The midwinter full Moon takes a high trajectory across
the sky (for north-hemisphere people). For fuller comment see the opposite Moon,
nearest to the June solstice.

Partial eclipse of the Moon. See ECLIPSES.
(lOUT) Mercury 7.4° North of Antares. They are 20° from the Sun in the

morning sky; magnitudes 0.0 and 1.0. They are closest (7.0°) at Dec. 24 18 UT.
= 22 SUN. Ursid meteors. See METEORS.

( 3:35 UT) Moon at descending node (longitude 99.8°).
( 8:52 UT) Winter solstice. The Sun, appearing to travel along the ecliptic,

reaches the point where it Is farthest south of the celestial equator. So days are
shortest and nights longest (other way around for the south em hemisphere). Fuller
description in Ast Companion, SEASONS.

Sun enters (at the solstice) the astrological sign Capricomus, i.e. its longitude
is 270'. But astronomically it has on~yjust entered Sagittarius. See Ast Companion,
PRECESSION.

(10 UT) Moon at perigee. Distance 56.2 earth-radii. Very high tides can be
expected from the coincidence of perigee with full Moon; see the section MOON.

<: 23 Mon. (14 UT) Venus at greatest latitude north of the ecliptic plane (3.4°).
<: 25 Wed. Christmas. About the date, and the star that the wise men saw, see Ast

Companion, CHRISTMAS.
Birthday of Isaac Newton (1643-1727)--almost exactly a year after the death

of Galileo.
(17 UT) The equation of time is O.See Feb. 11-

<: 26 Thu. December fireballs. See METEORS.
(17 UT) Moon passes 7' south of Jupiter.

< 27 Fri. Birthday of Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). See comment on Feb. 15.
(13 UT) Venus 12.7' south of Pluto. They are 40° and 45° from the Sun in the

morning sky. Cf. Oct 31.
(20 UT) Mercury at greatest elongation west, 22.2° from the Sun.

G 28 SAT. lyncid meteors. See METEORS.
( 1:56 UT) Moon at last quarter.
(10 UT) Comet Kowal 2 at perihelion. See COMETS.

< 31 Tue, (lOUT) Jupiter stationary in right ascension; begins retrograde (westward)
motion. The stationary moment in longitude is 13 hours earlier.
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. 'pee. 31. 45 mlnyta'before ;'.,,~~

(6:37 a.m. local time; 11:37 UT).Thej:,
last "Old Moon" laYS goodbye to the~4I
year; it will pass the Sun at the end of~
Jan. 4 (giving another annular eclipse .~.
acrosl the Pacific), Mercury makes a'%-
final quite good Ihowing (for both the ",....
north and south hemispheres, but not:;
the tropia). Jupiter is off the picture
to the right, already rising by midnight.

Observers' highlights for December by Fred Schaaf
Naked-eye. December 21 's partial eclipse of the Moon

is visible from North America and across the Pacific, with
east Asia, Australia and New Zealand catching only the
end. This partial eclipse is the slightest In over 30 years -
the umbra covers only goAt of the diameter of the Moon
when the southern edge of the Moon Is farthest within It
(during the after-midnight hours for the Americas). Even
so, any opportunity to study the umbra is valuable and
even this grazing excursion of the Moon through Itwill last
for more than an hour ... The Moon Is at perigee only 23
hours after it Is Full - and, by coincidence, the later time
is almost the exact hour of the December solstice. One
consequence is that the Full Moon and eclipse are nearly

the most northerly possible (indeed, the entire Arctic
region sees the whole eclipse); .. Observers of the
Geminld meteor shower will have to be patient and wait
for the FirstQuarter Moon to set on the night of December
13-14. After moondown, the radiant from which the
meteors appear to come will be at its highest and numbers
may even exceed a Geminid per minute at clear country
sites... Brightening Jupiter is now highest at dawn, but
Venus begins to get lower and less bright; Jupiter pauses
to begin retrograde motion on the last day of the year ...
Can you get a first glimpse of 2r>.d-magnitude Mars, only
15° west of the Sun, at month's end! ... Saturn sinks earlier
after dusk each night, less than 30° from the Sun by late
December ... Mercury zooms through inferior coojunc-

I

tion on the 8th, out to a moderately good greatest elon-
gation in the morning sky on the 27th.

Telescopic. Watch the movement of the umbra across
the southem edge of the Moon. Do you notice any color
in it, or at its border! How dark is ill You can time crater
disappearances and re-appearances in order to aid in
determining the enlargement of the umbra (due, as always,
to atmospheric conditions of Earth] at this eclipse ...
Everyone in the Americas with a dear sky on the morning
of the 27th can try to observe a breathtakingly close
conjunction of lS"-wide gibbous Venus and mag. 5.6 star
Zeta Iibrae. The star will lie just north of the planet's disk
around 10 UT, and some regions of our world may get to
see an occultation I



CUYAHOGA
ASTRONOMICAL
ASSOCIATION
WELCOMES YOu..
TO OUR UNIVERSE

The Cuyahoga Astronomical Association is a non-profit.organization established in 1957 for the purpose of organizing
local amateur astronomers while promoting the science of astronomy to its members and the general public.

CM membership is open to the public. No special requirements are needed to join-only an interest and desire to
learn more about astronomy. The CAA is ideally suited for the average person. offering the beginner an opportunity
to stay abreast of rne latest developments in the world's oldest science.

Our membership ranges from junior high school students to senior citizens. CM expertise runs the gamut from laymen
to professional astronomers.

The CM is a charter member of the Ohio Turnpike Astronomers Association (OTM). a consortium of statewide amateur
associations sponsoring several conventions each summer. The OTAA publishes the Asteroid Belt, a monthly newsletter
featuring a wide array of celestial news and features.

CUYAHOGA ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES

..I

Monthly Meetings are held the second Monday of each month at 8 p.m. in the Cleveland Metroparks' Rocky River Nature
Center, located 'I.-mile north of Cedar Paint Road on the Valley Parkway in North Olmsted. .

Each session begins with a brief business meeting followed by a break with refr-eShments.A lecture or clinic is presented
by a CAA member or guest speaker on SUb!E·-;ts rangif'9 trof:'ls!e!!are\:~!~~ior:to am~taiJr t51t:;~copem<£i<ing.Weather
permitting, a star party will be held at a nearby Metrop~rks site.

Information on monthly meetings. scheduled talks. and current astronomical-related events is described in the CAA
newsletter. The Observer.-··

Private Star Parties are open to CM members and their guests. These observing sessions are usually held at one
of three Metroparks sites. such as the Brecksville Meadows or the Hinckley Red·Wing~ area (see maps). These
events are usually listed in the calendar of events in TheObserver. Members bring their telescopes and other instruments
to make and compare observations, or simply to test new equipment.

Public Programs & Star Parties are open to the general public and are usually held at the Brecksville or.HiAekleysites
in cooperation With the Cleveland Metroparks. Aswith the CAA private star parties. these events are scheduled in the
CAA Calendar of Events and/orThe Observer. -

Programs typically begin with an illustrated talk on an astronomy-retated subject in the earty evening at the Brecksville
Interpretive Center. An observing session or star party follows. weather permitting. with telescopes supplied by CAA
members. The Metroparks publi(~tion. TheEmeraJd Necklace, lists CM public programs held at Metroparks reservations.

YOUR CAA MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:

• A free subscription to the eM monthly newsletter. 'The..Observer.
• OIKounts on subscriptions to Sky & TelescopfJand·A.'-nomy magazines. the Observer's Handbook of the Royal

Astronomical Society of Canada. and many ott:3r publications.
• Acee•• to CM t.leGCopes, ICC.nort •• and the CM library.
• Advice and assistance from experienced amateur astronomers. many of whom are also members of The Astronomical

League; Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers (ALPa) or the American Association of Variable Star Observers
(AAVSO).

For more information on the CM and its activities contact the Cuyahoga Astronomical Association. P.O. Box 29089.
Parma. Ohio 44129.
l~CT.c;: The Hinckley oite is no lOllGer used. ':i:heill,)encer Ia~e ',iildlife :>.reu,
and nearby Leatha. i:ouse iarkt both in southwestern Hedina. Co. (Gee mail ), have
taken its place.

(5 •• back for map. to CAA Ob•• rvlng Sit •• n•• , CI••• landl
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